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Architectural brief

G lossary
lobby: atrio, ingresso
tiling: piastrellatura
skirting: battiscopa
chips: schegge
plaster: intonaco
enamel paint: smalto, vernice a smalto
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gypsum board: cartongesso
solid oak: massello di rovere
ﬂush: liscio
veneer: impiallacciatura
kitchen cabinet: pensile da cucina
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reading comprehension
1 Look at the architectural brief and answer the following questions.
1 What material will be used the most for ﬂooring and why do you think the architect has chosen this
option and this particular colour?
2 What materials have been chosen for the doors? Which doors will be different from the others? Why do
you think this has been suggested?
3 What three rooms have been given the same ceiling speciﬁcations which differ from all the other
ceilings in the house? What might be the reason for this?
4 Which rooms in the house will be tiled and which will be painted with emulsion paint?

Activities

Design and Planning

vocabulary
2 Complete the following sentences with a word from the box.
lift • gypsum • enamel • plaster • cupboards • emulsion
1 There weren’t enough ____________ in the house to keep their dishes from getting dusty.
2 ____________ paint is a water-based paint and is less toxic than most oil-based paints.
3 Apart from the staircase, the client wanted a ____________ installed because his grandmother was an
invalid and conﬁned to a wheelchair.
4 ____________ is one of the most popular materials used for the construction of false ceilings as it is less
expensive than wood.
5 ____________ is used to coat walls and give them a smooth surface before being painted.
6 ____________ paint is ideal for painting objects which will be left outdoors as it is very durable.

3

Fill in the details about the following rooms in your house.

Sitting room

Flooring

Wall colour

Number of windows

Like/Dislike - Why?

marble

blue

one

yes - bright

Your bedroom
Kitchen
Living room
Main bathroom

speaking
4 PET In pairs, look at the architectural brief again and describe what aspects of the construction of the
house have been included in the document, and why you think some materials have been chosen rather
than others.
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